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Visual Communication: A Brief on Page Layout and Design 
An In Practice™ Article by Helen Kelly 

 

 

 

Management reports often go unread, even if 

powerful people send them out or the details are 

mission critical. With attention to layout and other 

elements of page design, you can improve chances 

that people will read your reports. Here’s why, and 

what you can do starting now.  

 

 

Scanning first 

According to Colin Wheildon, author of the gold standard Type and Layout, in 

general an advertisement is read by only four percent of people perusing the 

publication in which it appears.  

Sarah Fletcher, CEO of Catalogue Design Studios, says 

that’s because the layout isn’t planned for scanning. ―We 

scan before buying – whether it’s products, services, 

information or ideas. That’s not surprising, since after all 

we are hunters and gatherers at heart, with one eye on 

the background while always on the lookout for 

something of interest. It’s the same whether you’re in a 

shopping mall, leafing through a catalogue or faced with 

something to read. You’ll scan for a visual attractor and 

visit that that long before you explore content.  

―So whether you’re designing a four-colour brochure or a mostly text management 

report, you’ll want to build in visual elements.‖ Sarah’s catalogues inspire buying – 

no small achievement when so many go straight to the bin – so I asked her about 

principles of page design we could apply to management communications. Here’s 

what I learned.  

 

Two fundamentals  

1 Plan for the scan  

When scanning, your eye watches for images – for examples, pictures, 

photographs, charts, or blocks of text. You eye follows a set path: it jumps to the 

top right, moves left - or to any attractive cluster - through to whatever is of interest 

in the centre and then on to the bottom right.  
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This works  

Please note that when you read, the process is 

more orderly. Eye movements follow patterns you 

learned. For examples, in the Western world, 

people read left to right. Hebrew is right to left and 

oriental script is set out in linear rows. The reader’s 

pathway is top to bottom – what design 

professionals refer to as reading gravity. Colin 

Wheildon reminds us that reading gravity – the path 

from top and bold down through text - is a key principle.  

Readers who are faced with a journey against reading gravity 

unconsciously find the effort demanding, and do not read an article 

with the same easy concentration as do those whose reading rhythm 

has not been disturbed.    —Colin Wheildon  

This works, too 

Your eye goes to the tire top right, 

left to the face made of spare 

parts – a powerful attractor – and 

bottom right to the spiffy Honda 

bike. Nothing interrupts your eye 

following it’s natural inclination – 

and so nothing to interfere with 

getting message across.  

 

This doesn’t work 

Here’s a page that needs a lot of 

work. It is a BBC web page 

template. Notice that there’s 

nothing at all in the upper right. The 

closest thing is Search and an ad. 

So far your eye hasn’t touched any 

content.  

Notice anything else? Once you’ve 

read through the guidelines, 

perhaps you’ll revisit this page and 

consider what you’d do to improve 

the chances that people will read it.  
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A closer look at planning for the scan 

80% of what you learn – about your environment and your 

life in it – comes via your eyes. So, successful layout 

depends on knowing how the mind and eye work. Here 

are the key facts.  

Because the world is a very busy place, you see more 

than you process, and what you see doesn’t necessarily 

attract your attention. Only after something attracts 

attention will you being to attach meaning.   

What attracts your eye and gains your attention? Key elements that are bigger, 

bolder, or irregular stand out. If you are attracted, you skim and only then, check 

the content and aim to understand.  

A closer look at the eye’s travel route shows that first you focus on the wide big 

picture; then you pick up the mid-range detail and finally you tighten the focus to 

look close up. Your mind breaks up a whole into thirds and your eye focuses from 

the centre outward. It lands in the upper right and traces a Z.  

 

2 Plan a hierarchy of information and images  

What do you want the audience to know, or do? The key 

messages – and how you will communicate them - 

determine the visuals. This is very similar to planning 

information flow and visuals for a presentation. Here are 

the steps.  

 Plan the overall information hierarchy.  

 

 Decide on the central message and where on the page you will display it.  

 

 Then plan the visual hierarchy - an overall layout of images, boxes, side 

bars, interrupters, and pull outs, among others, plus colours. Decide what 

image – picture, drawing, block of text – will most likely attract the eye and 

create interest in your message. Use a visual that supports and reinforces 

the message, rather than a visual that is independently interesting.  

Of course, look holistically, measure the effect, and adjust as required.  

Note: Your eye goes to images, then captions, and then to text. Images and 

captions sell your text. Inline images are very effective. Don’t isolate images 

without a caption unless you have a specific design purpose.  
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Applying the rules to management communications 

Here are the universal principles.  

 Keep things uncluttered.  

 Present one dominant attraction  

 Provide the Z pathway so the scan is uninterrupted.  

 Vary the shapes  

Setting aside matters of font, colours, or nature of the image - here’s an ideal 

layout for the first page of a management report. In the scan, the Summary, 

Picture Table of Contents and Title act as images to attract your eye and help you 

decide whether to read the text.  

People will shop for a reason to read. Your Summary provides it. 

 

Here’s another layout that promotes readability and comprehension. Note the 

kicker. A kicker is a phrase set above the headline, usually in smaller type. It 

serves to introduce the piece and attract you to the headline.  
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This layout takes into account reading gravity. The sidebar acts as the upper right 

attraction and may be useful as a Summary.  

 

 

Other guidelines for page layout and design 
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TEXT   

Alignment: Avoid centred text.  

Captions: When using a caption, treat the text differently to the main text. That 

connects the caption to the image.  

Columns: anything over 4‖ is naturally not read. People do read wider columns, 

but they understand less as the column reaches beyond 4 inches.  

Font: In 1936 Colin Wheildon’s research established that readers grasp five times 

more when reading a serif font than when reading a sans serif font. Today’s 

readers are more accustomed to san serif fonts but there is no research to 

demonstrate readability changes. Use serif font where possible.  

Anything below 10 point text is too hard to read. 10/12 is a good starting point.    

Highlighting makes things seem less real to the reader. Research demonstrates 

that highlighting discourages and reduces reading.  

Justification: full justification is easiest to read quickly. Ragged right was 

introduced in 1930 as a way to eliminate uneven spacing. However research 

shows that people find it aesthetically unpleasing – and in comparison to fully 

justified margins, ragged right reduces readability and slows comprehension.  

In small blocks of text, right justification – ragged left – can be useful but only as 

an image or attractor.  

Pull Quotes and Callouts: Pull quotes and callouts – 

excerpts that you set off from the text and typically in a 

larger type size – are useful when you have text-heavy 

documents and few or no images. A pull quote can serve 

as an image, and like images and callouts they can 

anchor the reader to specific sections of the text.  

Depending on their purpose you may wish to use a pull 

quote across two columns,. Use pull quotes three 

quarters or more along in the text or they may act like 

headlines and readers may start over.  

Summaries increase the chance that people will read the 

entire piece.  

Text: Using colour for text... Black is best for headlines, 

text, and captions. After that, it’s red to attract, green to 

read and then choose blue. Use red sparingly - only to 

attract.  
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Titles (headlines)  

Never put a full stop after a title. For reasons that elude many professionals, 

comprehension goes way down and subsequent reading drops.  

Don’t place headlines in the middle of the page. If you do, you work against natural 

eye movements. Readers must return to the top before they begin reading the 

body of the text.  

Underlining may add emphasis; otherwise, it interrupts. To add emphasis, 

underline only one word. When you want to indicate a link, wherever possible use 

colour and rollover in place of underline.    

IMAGES   

Use red for impact.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

Images that are powerful attractors – a notion from chaos 

theory – can work for or against you. They attract yet might 

dominate design.  

 

Bold new Sales Strategy  

Read the North Region’s report   

Powerful attractors are principally people and animals. A picture of a report will 

be less interesting than people suggesting that your strategy will close the deal.  

 A number can be a powerful attractor; likewise the words 

Save, Sale, New, Free and Sex.  

 

  

People read sidebars and callouts before they 

read text. These can function as images. If they 

are specific to text, place nearby. If they are key 

selling features, place them upper right.    
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When you place several images on a page, whether 

standalone or in a box, leave a lot of space around each 

one. Aim to use no more than two on a page. If the page is 

too busy, like the page above, people skip it.  

 

 

COLOUR 

 When it comes to text, use any colour as long as it’s black.  

Research shows conclusively that white copy on dark background reduces 

readability, slows comprehension and discourages response.  

 When you introduce text colour, think green.  

As hunters and gatherers looking for prey, we had 

to get very good at pulling things out of a green 

background. And we had to look for long periods. 

Your eyes have more receptors for green than any 

other colour. And, not surprisingly, you can look at 

green longest without getting eye strain.  

 

 Red attracts yet red text is hard to read.  

Red is a great way to get attention and add 

emphasis. Use red for things you want to "pop." 

Don't use red for blocks of text. Look at the following 

example.  

 

Over the lifetime of the project overall effectiveness increased 50% 

and turnover declined by 30%.   

The sentence is hard to read in red even though it stands out on the page. Now 

use red as a pop colour on only the most important information.   

Over the lifetime of the project overall effectiveness increased 50% 

and   turnover declined by 30%.  

By limiting the red to just a word of two, the most important parts gain attention 

and the sentence doesn't lose readability.  
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Conclusion from Type and Layout by Colin Wheildon 

Research shows high levels of comprehension among those reading 

articles which were designed simply, and which took into consideration the 

physiology of reading and the linearity of the Latin alphabet; with the body 

set fully justified in black serif type; and with headlines set naturally and 

printed in black ink. -- from chapter 13  

 

Learn more... 

Chaos Theory for Beginners / Strange Attractors, Arie Uittenbogaard  

Colin Wheildon on Direct Mail Design, Tracy A. Gill  

  

Eye Newsletter  

Making sure people read what you write - Top Ten Tips  

Personal communications - advice on speaking and writing with notes on 

preparing presentations  

Pull Quotes, Ilene Strizver  

Presentations – delivery  - top ten tips  

Type & Layout: How typography and design can get your message across – or get 

in the way  Colin Wheildon, Strathmoor Press, March 1995  
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